Docebo

The open source e-learning suite that fit organization needs
Agenda

- What is e-learning
- Learning object related to the market we are analyzing
- How the e-learning platform works
- Final discussion
What is an LMS

- LMS is a system that categorize online courses, store learning object, track students activity and do aggregate report.

- Every user connected to the Internet (or Intranet) can enter inside the E-Learning platform and attend online courses watching online lessons.
Why docebo is released under Open Source license?

- Open Source means that the customer don’t have license fees to pay every year and no one will verify how many users you will subscribe to the e-learning platform.

- Open source means also that you will own the e-learning software, this is not a rent approach, the installation will be yours forever.
Didactical models

- Self learning
- Driven learning
- Collaborative learning
- Knowledge learning

Docebo is not a “one way product”, the system support all the didactical model

Every course can have his own didactical model, “Flexibility per course” is more flexible than “Flexibility per context”
What a student can do with an e-learning platform

- Watch course catalogue
- Watch lessons
- Attempt test
- Cooperate with other students
- ...

e-learning
What a teacher (or system administrator) can do with an e-learning platform

- Monitor students activity and results
- Create lessons sequences
- Perform tutoring activity
- Interact with other students
- ...
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docebo.com
The Open Source Company
LMS functions

- Learning object, simple files storage and play
- Test, Quiz and Surveys
- Faq, Help, Glossary and link list
- Forum and Chat
- Videoconference
- Message system
- Report and tracking

e-learning
SCORM E-learning international standard

- Track learning object
- Re-use learning object in different environment
- Use a standard metadata method
We consider a LMS like a Commodity, most important things are learning objects and teachers / tutors.
Docebo services

- Custom function implementation and existing functions modification
- Training and Online Training
- HR software interfacing
- Start up consulting and on the road audit
- Maintenance and help desk
- Graphical layout
- Managed housing in dedicated server
Case history

Area: Radio/TV
Involved users: 2,500
Project: E-learning platform and technological infrastructure implementation
Activity description: Installation, configuration, personalization in the field of a training project on three courses (Privacy, Security on work 626 law and public authority relationship) to 2,500 members of the staff. We also set up a hardware platform in order to obtain the maximum stability also in hardest work's moments.

Area: University
Involved users: 2,000
Project: Blended Learning
Activity description: management of five courses of educational sciences degree. Platform personalization from a functional point of view.
**Company**

- Docebo Project is born in 2002 and raised its capital on September 2006.
- Since the first year of activity the company doubled costantly his revenue.
- The staff:
  - 5 Engineers
  - 3 Commercial auditors
  - 2 Didactical trainer
- The international network is a worldwide certified partner that can support you in these countries:
  - All Europe, China, India, Brazil
- Facilities:
  - A Silicon Valley style campus located in Macherio (near Milano), with offices, gardens and visitor facilities.
ww.docebo.com

laudio@docebo.com

For China: lijie@docebo.com